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Cloud Shaped Coffee Table
Our Cloud is a hand crafted wooden coffee 
table featuring our original (the one and 
only) cloud shaped top and our signature 
grooved legs.

SIZE:40x60x110cm



SIZE:32x80x140cm The Wavy Console is our original hand crafted wooden 
console. Featuring our scrumptious wavy edges  and our 
signature grooved base.



Our Flower is a hand crafted wooden side table with our 
original flower shaped top and our signature grooved 
base.

SIZE:57x57x40cm



The wavy Buttercup is our 
original hand crafted wooden 
side table. Featuring our 
scrumptious wavy edges and 
our signature grooved leg.

SIZE57x57x40cm



The natural wavy Buttercup is our original hand crafted wooden coffee 
table. Featuring our scrumptious wavy edges and and our signature 
grooved base. Finished in a satin polyurethane, this baby is smoooooth.

SIZE：87x87x40cm



Our chunky Big 
Loaf.. with WAVY 
edges! She's a 
hand crafted 
wooden coffee 
table with an oval 
shaped top, wavy 
edges and our 
signature grooved 
legs. 

SIZE:110x57x40cm



SIZE:85x85x40cm

Our Flower is a hand crafted 
wooden coffee table with our 
original flower shaped top and 
our signature grooved base. 



•  Colors: Black, Natural, Walnut, White.
• Made of  wood.
• Easy Assembly
• Customers are responsible for installation.

SIZE： S:35X35x40cm 
           L:35X35X50cm            



Unique hexagonal design Iconic fluted base 
Adds color to a rustic home





SIZE:113x50x42cm

With its sensual curves, our  table is 
adorned with elegance by expanding its 
playing field with new shades.
Organic shaped wooden coffee tablecomes 
pre-treated and to be assembled.
The legs will simply be screwed into 
the holes under the top to secure them 
(no tools required). 



SIZE:35x35x42cm

Flower shaped side table is 
available in several finishes: 
natural wood for a sleek and 
minimalist style, stained to 
bring warmth to the wood, or 
lacquered to contrast your 
interior with a few colors. 
Removable, the feet will simply 
be screwed into the holes located 
under the top to fix them.



Our bench, reminiscent of both 
puddles and marshmallows, will 
perfectly match our table to create 
a unique piece in your home.

SIZE:138x38x42cm



To be used as a side table or a 
stool, this minimalist design 
piece will make a difference in 
your home.
The legs can be disassembled and 
simply screwed into the holes 
under the table top to fix them.

SIZE:35x35x42cm



Tour console table and its 
pretty wavy curves will be 
the design ally for 
furnishing an entrance.
With its long top, it will 
be perfect for fitting into 
a hallway or corner of a 
room.

SIZE:98.5x32x80cm



SIZE:90x50x42cm

With its minimalist curves, our table comes in a mini version to find its place even in small spaces.
The table is treated with a natural finishing oil for protection against water and stains.



Our coffee table with its rounded design and singular shape fits 
perfectly in our bright interiors.

SIZE:98x70x42cm




